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Abstract

Objective: To understand the relationship between professional identity of student teachers and anxiety, and to explore the moderating effect of campus pressure after controlling demographic variables. Methods: A questionnaire survey was conducted among 325 student teachers by using the Professional identity scale, State-Trait Anxiety Inventory and Campus stress scale. Results: 1) Professional identity of student teachers is an influencing factor of anxiety, and it can be significantly negative to predict the degree of anxiety. 2) Campus pressure plays a moderating role in the relationship between professional identity and anxiety; it negatively impacts the relationship between professional identity and anxiety. Conclusion: The relationship between student teachers’ professional identity and anxiety is moderated by the pressure of the campus.
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1. Introduction

For the training and development of student teachers, the previous scholars are more focused on emphasizing the development of student teachers’ professional knowledge and professional competence [1]. However, with the deepening of research, scholars have become increasingly clear that the real promotion of student teachers’ career development is their professional identity, whether they are willing to be an educator [2]. Professional identity can be defined as the extent to which a person agrees with his profession and to what extent he feels that he is part of a professional field, is the individual on a field of occupation commitment and positive attitude, reflected in the individual’s love of the occupation
and the desire to continue to engage in the profession [3]. Professional identity is a combination of beliefs, values, motivations, and experiences, and people define their own values through this professional role [4]. It is the concept of a number of researches in the field of psychological education research, especially in the study of professional identification of student teachers.

Student teachers’ professional identity, in the research of other scholars also known as the pre-service teachers’ professional identity, is an important research direction in psychological education; the researchers believe that it is the psychological basis and key for the student teachers to become teachers in many studies; there is not a very uniform conceptual definition of student teachers’ professional identity [5]. Some people think that student teachers’ professional identity is a dynamic process [6]. From this point of view, the professional identities of student teachers and vocational teachers are both similar and different. On the basis of literature analysis and interview study, Wang Xinqiang et al. (2010) defined the professional identity of the student teachers as full acceptance and recognition of the upcoming teacher career and the current student teacher identity. Four dimensions were contained: professional willing (indicating their expectations and prepare for the teacher career, three items, e.g., “I am willing to communicate with pupil.”), professional volition (indicating they are still willing to long engaged in the teacher career in the face of other career options, three items, e.g., “I’ll do teacher with lifetime.”), professional values (mainly focused on value judgment about the teaching profession, three items, e.g., “I think student teachers is respected.”), and professional efficiency (mainly focused on self-efficacy about the teaching profession, three items, e.g., “I have an ability to master the teaching skill.”) [2]. According to Xinqiang Wang’s professional identity structure, which reflects the professional efficiency of is the identity of individual own ability and their ability to match with the teacher’s professional evaluation, professional value is mainly reflected in the professional identity of individual’s own identity of student teachers and the professional value of teachers’ emotional experience [5] [7]. The professional willing, professional volition is the individual’s behavior derived from the commitment and goal expectations on the basis of the professional performance and professional value, is the result of professional identity. Among them, professional willing is the expectation and preparation of the student teachers in the teaching profession; professional volition is the behavioral commitment of student teachers to overcome temptation or difficulty [7].

At present, the research on the student teachers at China and abroad mainly focuses on the research on the current situation of the professional identity of student teachers, the theoretical discussion and the compilation of tools. The study on the professional identity of student teachers is not enough, and the research on the influence of the student teachers’ professional identity on their mental health and their learning life is rare. However, there is little research on the relationship between student teachers’ professional identity and anxiety.

Anxiousness is a kind of anxiety, tension, anxiety, and fear of negative emo-
tions when individual has on the present or future foreseeable frustration, which is usually a diffuse and vague feeling that it may focus on a particular idea, such as fear of disease death; may also appear in specific circumstances, such as concerns about future career. College students are prone to psychological problems hurt people likely to suffer from depression and anxiety; anxiety will affect the students in professional and personal aspects, including personal consequences of substance abuse, deteriorating health and physical activity decreased, professional consequences including academic performance degradation, moral decline and academic fraud etc [8]. For the student teachers, their mental health is a focus of educational administrators and society, because it is related to the development of education and social stability in the future.

Facing the current increasingly serious employment situation, the anxiety level of the student teachers is easy to rise because of lack of professional identity. There are even some students who are too anxious about their future career development. In the real world, the anxiety of college students due to weak professional identity has become increasingly prominent. According to the scholar’s social model based on mental health study can be found, personal career choices will have an impact on people’s mental health, therefore, the weak professional identity of the student teachers will also determine whether they will have a negative impact on mental health because they were about to become an educator, such as anxiety. Therefore, research and analysis of the relationship between professional identity and anxiety and to explore the effect of campus pressure on its moderating role, which will help to understand the influence of the professional identity status of student teachers on their anxiety, and will put forward concrete countermeasures for the effective training and intervention of student teachers.

The pressure among campus students can be simply defined as the psychological and physiological state of the students who face the threat of stress in the campus, usually in the student’s daily life, will make the student’s personal style of life and behavior change [9]. On the basis of literature reading and data inquiry, this study suggests that campus stress may play a moderating role in the relationship between professional identity and anxiety, the fewer the pressure on the campus the closer the relationship between the two. In other words, under low pressure on the campus, the higher the professional identity, the lower the anxiety of the student teachers.

Based on the relevant theory, this study considers campus pressure as an important factor and explores its moderating role in the relationship between professional identity and anxiety. The data obtained from the questionnaire is analyzed and tested to explore the student teachers’ professional identity, anxiety and the relationship between these three pressures, in order to student teachers for the effective development of mental health education to provide a new theoretical basis. On the basis of this, two hypotheses are put forward. Hypotheses 1: student teachers’ professional identity can significantly predict the degree of anxiety of student teachers. Hypotheses 2: The campus pressure plays a moderat-
ing role in the relationship between professional identity and anxiety. Proposed model of hypothesis shown in Figure 1.

2. Research Methods

2.1. Subject

The subjects of the study were collected from major universities in Jiangxi Province, and randomly selected students were surveyed at different grades of colleges and universities. A total of 400 questionnaires were distributed and 325 valid questionnaires were collected, including 77 boys and 248 girls; freshman sophomore students a total of 158 students, juniors and seniors a total of 167; students of the average age of 20 years old.

2.2. Materials

2.2.1. Professional Identification Scale for Student Teachers

Using the scale compiled by Wang Xinqiang et al. (2010), which has good reliability and validity, including 12 items, using a 5-point score, there are four dimensions: professional volition, professional willing, professional efficiency and professional values [2]. The scale according to the score to determine the level of professional identity of student teachers, it can be used for related research [10]. The Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for the scale was 0.835 in the current study.

2.2.2. Anxiety Scale

The study was conducted using S-AI from the STA1 (state-trait anxiety inventory), compiled by Charles D Spielberger et al. [11]. The scale can be widely used in the evaluation of personal anxiety, can also be used for screening for college students, soldiers and other people related to anxiety. The Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for the scale was 0.917 in the current study.

2.2.3. Campus Pressure Scale

This study used Li Hong et al. (2002) to prepare the student teachers stress scale [12]. The scale reliability is good, from the study annoyance, personal annoyance and negative life events three subscales composed of 30 topics, using 4 points score, the theoretical score range of 0 - 90 points, the higher the score that the greater the pressure. The Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for the scale was 0.912 in the current study.

2.3. Procedures

Using random sampling method, subjects were asked to fill the questionnaire,
questionnaire bearer, complete the questionnaire takes about 20 - 25 minutes, all the questionnaires on the spot recycling, and then unified data analysis.

2.4. Data Processing
Using Epi-data software to enter data, the data were analyzed by SPSS21.0 software. Data analysis mainly included descriptive statistics, correlation analysis and regression analysis.

3. Result
3.1. An Analysis of the Current Situation and Characteristics of Student Teachers’ Anxiety
According to the description of the questionnaire, the results show that the average score of the student teachers’ state anxiety is 22.10, and the average scores of major, gender and grade were also lower than 40 points, and the degree of anxiety of students from normal university was in the middle level of anxiety. Although the general situation of student teachers are moderate anxiety state, but from the percentage of individual anxiety to the percentage of individual view, some of which anxiety (20 points below) accounted for 43.8%, moderate anxiety (20 points to 40 points) accounted for 51.2%, very obvious anxiety (40 points or more) accounted for 5%. It can be seen that most of the student teachers have a certain degree of anxiety, but the degree of anxiety varies from person to person, there are few individual students have anxiety disorder.

3.2. Correlation Analysis of Professional Identity, Anxiety and Campus Stress in Student Teachers
There was a significant negative correlation between professional identity and state anxiety \( (r = -0.275, \ p < 0.01) \). There was a significant positive correlation between campus pressure and state anxiety \( (r = 0.523, \ p < 0.01) \). Professional identity was significantly negatively correlated with campus stress \( (r = -0.183, \ p < 0.01) \) and was suitable for use as the empirical test of campus stress’s moderating effect.

3.3. The Moderating Effect of Campus Pressure on the Relationship between Professional Identity and Anxiety in Student Teachers
In addition to gender, grade, all variables for the central processing. As shown in Table 1, the first step of the equation is placed in the demographic variable sex and grade, \( \Delta R^2 \) is 0.014. The second step into the professional identity (X) and the campus pressure (U), the two main effects are significant, respectively, \( \beta_{professional identity} = -0.198, \ t = -4.109, \ p < 0.001; \beta_{campus pressure} = 0.511, \ t = 10.888, \ p < 0.001, \Delta R^2 \) is 0.328. This confirms that professional identity (X) has a predictive effect on anxiety (Y). The third step into the professional identity \( \times \) campus pressure (UX), the moderating effect is significant, \( \beta_{campus stress \times professional identity} = 0.192, \ t = 4.152, \ p < 0.001, \Delta R^2 \) is 0.034, that is, the campus stress play a moderating role in the relationship between professional identity and anxiety.
To explain the moderating effect, according to the regression equation, respectively, take the campus pressure (U) positive and negative standard deviation to draw a simple effect analysis [13], as shown in Figure 2. The simple slope test shows that anxiety (Y) shows a significant downward trend with the increase of professional identity (X) when the campus pressure (U = 1) is high (β = −1.848, t = −25.8899, p < 0.001), comprehending professional identity (X) to increase a standard deviation, anxiety will reduce the 1.848 standard deviation. In the weak pressure on the campus (U = −1), anxiety (Y) showed a significant downward trend (β = −2.232, t = −30.3092, p < 0.001) with the increase in professional identity (X), comprehension of professional identity (X) for each additional standard deviation, anxiety (Y) will reduce the standard deviation of 2.232, relative to the campus pressure (U) is high, the magnitude of anxiety reduction is greater. In other words, for student teachers with lower campus pressure (U), the impact their professional identity has on anxiety has been strengthened. Student teachers’ professional identity can negatively predict the degree of anxiety of student teachers, and the pressure of campus plays a moderating role in the relationship between professional identity and anxiety in student teachers, and has a reduced effect on the influence between professional identity and anxiety. Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 are supported.

4. Discussed
4.1. The Relationship between Professional Identity and Anxiety of Student Teachers

Professional identity is an important factor in the anxiety of student teachers. This study uses an improved scale to exclude the confusion of the relationship between impulsivity and professional identity. The analysis of career identity is more accurate and the conclusion of the relationship between professional identity and anxiety is more reliable. The different professional identity has a direct impact on the student teachers’ anxiety. As a combination of beliefs, values, motivation and experience, professional identity represents a person’s professional
identity, which can effectively affect the psychological state of student teachers. Anxiety refers to an individual’s emotional state of worry, tension and fear. From the definition of the two, we can directly see the importance of professional identity to the anxiety of student teachers. There is a significant negative correlation between professional identity and state anxiety. The results show that the professional identity will affect the formation of the normal college students’ anxiety, and the students with higher professional identity will show a lower level of anxiety. It is also confirmed that the students with high professional identity are not prone to negative emotions such as anxiety. The results of this study are consistent with these findings.

There is a close relationship between professional identity and anxiety in student teachers, professional identity is an important factor in mental health, especially anxiety. The professional identity of the student teachers will also determine whether they will have a negative impact on mental health because they were about to become an educator, such as anxiety. Good professional identity allows teachers to form a positive attitude towards life, and the future is full of hope, not susceptible to anxiety, depression and other negative emotions, and weak professional identity is easy to lead to anxiety and depression and other negative emotions. This is in part to the psychological health of the sociological model theory, that is, the individual’s mental health will be affected by their professional identity and other factors [14]. At the same time, it also increases the generalization of the relationship between professional identity and anxiety, highlights the importance of professional identity in the education and cultivation of student teachers, and the important influence of professional identity on student teachers’ mental health.
4.2. The Moderating Role of Campus Pressure

In this study, the model of the influence of professional identity on anxiety adds the problem of the stronger or weaker qualitative condition—the moderator variable, which is further deepened and expanded. The results show that campus pressure will have an impact on the relationship between professional identity and anxiety in student teachers, which is consistent with previous studies [15][16]. When the campus pressure is weak, with the increase of the professional identity of student teachers, anxiety shows an extremely significant downward trend, and compared with the higher campus pressure, the anxiety reduction is more significant. That is to say, the influence of the normal school students’ professional identity on the anxiety will be more closely when the campus pressure is smaller.

When the campus pressure this situation exists, if student teachers have a lower sense of professional identity and haven’t take appropriate countermeasures, it will lead to anxiety and other negative emotions, adverse health; according to the different campus pressure situation to take appropriate strategies to improve professional identity will help to reduce the anxiety of student teachers, reduce the negative emotions caused and it plays an important role in the mental health of student teachers.

Although the professional identity can significantly predict the level of anxiety of student teachers, but the level of professional recognition of the normal level of anxiety is not exactly the same. In this study, the interaction between individual and the environment is discussed, and the condition of professional identity to anxiety is given to the student teachers. It is checked whether the campus pressure has a moderating effect on the relationship between professional identity and anxiety. The results show that the campus pressure is actually one of the factors that affect students’ anxiety. More importantly, the campus pressure on the student teachers of professional identity and the relationship between anxieties has a moderating role. That is to say, the campus pressure plays a role similar to “catalyst” in the influence of the students’ professional identity on the anxiety.

From another point of view, regardless of the level of stress on campus, the weak professional identity of student teachers’ anxiety level will be relatively higher. The simple moderating effect test shows that when the campus pressure is high, the professional identity and anxiety will be significantly negative correlation; when the campus pressure is weak, professional identity and anxiety will be significant and strong negative correlation. Therefore, reduce the pressure of the campus is beneficial for the student teachers with higher professional identity. This model has two implications for us: First, in the lower campus pressure, improve professional identity can significantly reduce the anxiety of student teachers, but also can improve the student teachers of learning input; Second, do not overly exaggerate professional identity of this variable on the role of anxiety, in the high campus pressure, the role of professional identity to reduce the anxiety of student teachers is actually relatively limited. Therefore, this suggests
that we should understand, prevent and interfere with the mental health of student characteristics and environmental interaction. In order to reduce their anxiety, student teachers not only need to raise professional identity, but also should release their stress. Last but not least, catalytic effect brought by campus pressure need to be weakened.

5. Conclusions and Its Practical Implications

1) Professional identity of student teachers is an influential factor of anxiety and professional identity can be significantly negative to predict the degree of anxiety of student teachers. In this regard, the psychological contract is proposed as follows: the state raises the social status of teachers by increasing investment in education. The salaries of primary and secondary school teachers should be improved, especially in rural or remote areas. Improve the professional status of teachers. Student teachers should continue to improve their professional ability during their school years, make them indispensable and cannot be replaced. At this point, student teachers’ professional identity will be improved.

2) Campus pressure in the relationship between professional identity and anxiety plays a moderating role; the impact of professional identity and anxiety has reduced effect. Therefore, psychological health education is essential for student teachers to pay attention to the emotional state of student teachers, and try to create a relaxed psychological atmosphere for them. During the period of school assessment, team work is adopted to reduce individual competition, enhance the gregarious behavior of student teachers. It not only helps teachers to get a sense of belonging and identity, but also helps to vent their negative emotions. Teachers have a sense of happiness; they will release more love to students to train more students with love.
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